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ances each in the Photographic minted LRPS!
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Angle’s forthcoming touring exhibition ‘Creativity’. Not all images Colin’s hanging plan for the panel
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will be on view at each venue, but is below, and you can see the indi-
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TPA generally tries to include at vidual pictures in more detail on
least one at all venues. See the full the following pages.
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TPA exhibition programme for details of this and other exhibitions.
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If you are considering gaining a
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photographic distinction, take a
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Pam Turner has had two images look at the club distinctions page
shortlisted for the Age Interna- for starters, and why not have a go
tional Strength for Life photo com- at one (or another)?
petition. Entries are now being
judged by a prestigious team of
judges that includes the Photo Editor of The Guardian, Roger Tooth;
award-winning Guardian photographer David Levene; and News
Editor at Charity partner Silver
Travel Advisor, Roger Bray. Winners will be announced in August.
Good luck, Pam!
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Sunrise at Robin Hood's Bay

Blood Sweat & Tears

Colin Nash LRPS

Homage to the Moon

Red Grouse in Nidderdale

Storm clouds over tired band stand, Ronda
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Colin Nash LRPS

Bond Street Escalator; All Blacked-Headed Gulls Scramble; Empty Grecian Ewer; Potting Shed Beningbrough Hall; Preparing for the Battle.
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Midland Counties Photographic Federation AGM
Bob Oakley CPAGB reports for WCC

John Burrows and I attended the MCPF Bromsgrove PS which is within a few member James Boardman-Woodend
2016 AGM at Smethwick recently. It miles of Longbridge that they had had 5 acceptances via Stourport CC
was held against the background of been known as the “BPS” for several where he is also a member.
flash flooding which had caused water years and confusion could now arise
damage to the Smethwick premises between the two clubs. The President Midland Salon 2016
earlier in the week. Members of ruled that the MCPF had no jurisdic- Closing date for entries was 27th June.
Smethwick had pulled together to tion over what clubs called them- Print & PDI Championship
clean up the building which was dry- selves and as the full names of the two The preliminary rounds were on 16th
ing out and usable but with an inter- clubs were different they had accept- April. Worcester took part but did not
esting aroma.
ed the Birmingham club’s application qualify for the final rounds. Roger Parto federate.

ry had a justified gripe about clubs

Finances

that indicate their intention to enter

The Federation had a surplus of MCPF Directory

and then don’t. 24 Clubs had taken
£1,766 for the year with reserves now Mary Jenkins, the Federation Secretary part from MCPF. Bob & Susan Oakley
slightly over £30k. Some queried the indicated that she needed to be kept will be attending the final of the PDI
level of these reserves but were as- informed of changes in Officers, Ven- competition at Warwick University in
sured that the intention was to plough ue, MCPF delegates etc and that July in a personal capacity.
some of these back into Federation changes notified to her by clubs would
events. PAGB has agreed an increase be published in the MCPF monthly PAGB Distinctions
of £1-50 in the annual sub which Fed- e-newsletter. She also encouraged in- The next adjudication will be at Bridge
eration clubs can charge but because dividual club members to sign up for the of Allan in Stirlingshire on 26/27 Noof their financial position the MCPF newsletter so they received their own vember but very few slots remain. Folhas decided not to pass this increase e-copy.

lowing that the next will be in an as

on to member clubs. Therefore the

yet unspecified place in Surrey in April

cost per club in January 2017 will be Competitions

2017. No applications can be accepted

on the same basis as previously which Portfolio Exhibition 2016

for the latter until August.

is £43-50 plus 50p per member.

Judith Parry advised that 1490 entries

were received from 44 clubs. Judging MCPF Seminar 2016
Clubs in the Federation
had taken place at Smethwick despite
This will take place on 23rd October at
Sutton Coldfield has closed because of the waterlogged conditions and on
Smethwick. Details of the programme
falling membership numbers and the average 50% were accepted. All acand a booking form will be in the
age of those members remaining – cepted prints were on display during
MCPF July e-newsletter
only one member under 75!
our visit and it was worth going if only
Birmingham Photographic Society This to see this excellent work. Top 3 clubs
club which has 55 members and meets were Smethwick, Arden and Cannock.
around the Longbridge area is often Two of our former members (Phil
known as “BPS”. This provoked a com- Cooling & Colin Trow-Poole had work
plaint by the representative from accepted and or won awards. Our
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MCPF Officers
All positions were filled. The new
President for 2 years is Mike Chapman
of Solihull PS.

Dates for the Diary / Out and About

Invitation
This is the third year of the Artrix open
exhibition which has been selected by a
team of Young Curators with the remit
of choosing work which is ‘Contemporary and Challenging’.
ƒ.action Group members have had a
number of images accepted

and

would like to extend this invitation to
the launch event to WCC members. There will be light
refreshments on the night and the bar will be open for drinks and snacks.
Please RSVP directly to TC if you wish to attend - email outreach@artrix.co.uk .
Cool Science Stuff - lots of photo-opportunities
9 July Daresbury Open Day
Large Hadron Collider Roadshow (various dates & venues)
Thursday 4 August Public Access Day at RAL Didcot. Morning & afternoon sessions. This is a brilliant opportunity to see behind the scenes at the Rutherford Appleton laboratory and take guided tours. You can find
more information about the facilities and experiments at the laboratory on our website : these include Scientific Computing, Metrology, Cryogenics, Particle Physics, the Central Laser Facility, the ISIS Neutron and
Muon Source and RAL Space. Booking essential - places are normally filled very quickly, so book early to
avoid disappointment, and please note that as a working laboratory we cannot guarantee which facilities
you will be able to tour.

3rd July - Avoncroft Windmill sailing.
16-17 July Avoncroft English Civil War weekend.
23-24 July Prefabulous @ Avoncroft 1940s weekend.
If you’re heading for France Rencontres Arles launches 4th July.
9-10 July Chateau Impney Hill Climb.
Asylum 2016 26-29 August in Lincoln.
The proposed second club trip to Drakelow Tunnels will probably be later in the year than July. More anon…
Spetchley events include NGS Open Gardens 3rd July, and
History Comes Alive: Saturday 13 August,& Sunday 14 August.
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Competitions & Exhibitions

Fine Art Fellowship
£9,000 stipend

Street and Documentary images - regular magazine call. Birmingham School of Art is seeking applications from contemporary visual artists for its

Deadline 20th of any month.

annual Wheatley Fine Art Fellowship. The FelWorcester Show photography comp August 5th deadline.

low will be provided with a studio in the
Birmingham School of Art, access to extensive

Win a $12,000 African Safari with your Nature images on facilities and contribute to the world-class,
international research environment. The FelInstagram! Entry deadline 31st July.
lowship lasts ten months from October 2016
and culminating in a public exhibition. Appli-

TPA Patchwork closes 30th June.

cants should normally have a first degree
Aesthetica Art Prize Submissions close 31 August 2016.

and/or a postgraduate qualification in Fine Art.
Closing date: 12pm Friday 1st July 2016
Interview date: Thursday 21st July 2016
For further info and application form please
ring

0121

331

5970

or

email:

sue.rice@bcu.ac.uk

Project Ideas
Enrich the list. Take part as and when… Of general interest, but particular interest for anyone who enjoys
(local) history or architecture. Read the conditions before signing up. Become a contributor here.
Meet your Neighbours - one for nature photographers looking for a new challenge.
Don’t forget our own links with Croome. There are opportunities for landscape, people, architectural, event
and more photography… They are always happy to have pics for social media use. Find out more here.

News Around and About
PAGB enews 165

4th July fireworks Tony Gervis FRPS

Latest Photography News
The Flipboard WCC magazine is full of interesting stuff…

Your News…
The next newsletter will be on or around 11th July - but only if you send
in some news! Keep it coming…
Don’t forget to let me know about upcoming events of interest as well as
your own news and images.
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Commercial
New birds of prey and macro/flora workshops with special rates for camera clubs at Carterart.

Topaz Offer!
Impression 2 - free upgrade or buy at 40% off with code 2IMPRESS - valid to 7th July.

Printing Services
Rob Fox has passed on this information on an online print service he has found useful. I will be updating the
print services info sheet soon so if you have further suggestions/recommendations please let me know.
theprintspace
theprintspace 74 Kingsland Road London, E2 8DL Tel: +44 (0)20 7739 1060
info@theprintspace.com
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